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ABSTRACT
Air traffic management offers an intriguing real world chal-
lenge to designing large scale distributed systems using evo-
lutionary computation. The ability to evolve effective air
traffic flow strategies depends not only on evolving good lo-
cal strategies, but also on ensuring that those local strategies
result in good global solutions. While traditional, direct evo-
lutionary strategies can be highly effective in certain com-
binatorial domains, they are not well-suited to complex air
traffic flow problems because of the large interdependencies
among the local subsystems. In this paper, we propose an
evolutionary agent-based solution to the air traffic flow prob-
lem. In this approach, we evolve agents both to learn the
right local flow strategies to alleviate congestion in their im-
mediate surroundings, and to prevent the creation of conges-
tion “downstream” from their local areas. The agent-based
approach leads to better and more fault-tolerant solutions.
To validate this approach, we use FACET, an air traffic sim-
ulator developed at NASA and used extensively by the FAA
and industry. On a scenario composed of three hundred air-
craft and two points of congestion, our results show that an
agent based evolutionary computation method, where each
agent uses the system evaluation function, achieves 40% im-
provement over a direct evolutionary algorithm. In addition
by creating agent-specific “difference evaluation functions”
we achieve an additional 30% improvement over agents us-
ing the system evaluation.
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The ability to effectively control air traffic with tradi-
tional control/optimization algorithms is decreasing rapidly
as the air traffic levels and aircraft heterogeneity increases
and restrictions on flight plans decrease. New strategies are
needed to cope with this added complexity and provide ro-
bust safety levels while ensuring that air traffic delays do
not reach unacceptable levels. Indeed, even at current air
traffic levels, in 2005 alone there was an estimated 322,272
hours of delays within the United States airspace with a
total cost estimated to exceed three billion dollars by indus-
try [6]. With an expected increase in air traffic, unless the
air traffic management processes are overhauled, these de-
lays are expected to become significantly worse. The Next
Generation Air Transportation Systems (NGATS) initiative
is designed to address future issues in air traffic manage-
ment without requiring major infrastructure changes (e.g.,
airports, runways, and towers) or adding large numbers of
additional air traffic controllers. To accomplish this, new
robust algorithms are needed that can safely manage com-
plex air traffic flows while making optimal use of current
infrastructure.

Evolutionary computation has been shown to be a power-
ful tool in solving complex problems such as pole balancing,
rocket control, assembly line balancing and robotics [2, 7,
12, 8, 16]. Due to its success in complex domains, the use
of evolutionary algorithms is a promising approach in the
air traffic flow problem. However, using a single, centralized
evolutionary algorithm to create a control policy for the en-
tire airspace is problematic for three reasons:

1. A centralized algorithm provides a single point of fail-
ure and is not robust against communication failures
that are inevitable in a system spread over large geo-
graphic areas;

2. A single evolutionary controller will struggle to dis-
cover effective solutions in a state space large enough
to encompass the US national air space; and

3. A single evolutionary controller is both slow to opti-
mize and slow to modify to adapt to changing condi-
tions.

Instead of using a centralized evolutionary algorithm, we
propose an adaptive approach based on local agents that is
a better fit to this naturally distributed problem. In this
architecture (shown in Figure 1), each agent is responsible
for a local area and maintains its own population of partial
solutions. At the beginning of each trial (consisting of mul-
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tiple time steps), each agent selects a member from its pop-
ulation as its “representative”. All representatives are then
put together to form a full solution that is used to manage
traffic during the trial. At the end of the trial, the full solu-
tion is evaluated and each agent receives an evaluation that
rates the performance of the selected representative. The
agents then update their populations (e.g., by either retain-
ing that representative or not). To apply this multi-agent
approach to the air traffic flow problem, the airspace is bro-
ken down into agents by assigning each agent to a “fix,” a
specific location in 2D. Because aircraft flight plans consist
of a sequence of fixes, this representation allows localized
fixes (represented by agents) to have direct impact on the
flow of air traffic1. In this approach, the agents’ actions
are to set the separation distances that approaching aircraft
are required to keep. This simple agent-action pair allows
the agents to slow down or speed up local traffic and allows
agents to a have significant influence on system performance.
Agents maintain a population of separation distances and
use an evolutionary algorithm to evolve the population to
determine the most appropriate separation action for their
location.

Representative

Agent 1

Representative Representative

Full Solution

Air Traffic Flow Control

Population 1

Member
Member

Member

Agent 2

Population 2

Member
Member

Member

Agent n

Population n

Member
Member

Member

System
Evaluation

Agent-Specific
Evaluations

Figure 1: Schematic of agent-specific evaluations.
Each agent has its own population of partial so-
lutions. For each trials those partial solutions are
put together to form a full solution to the air traf-
fic problem. The solution is then used for that trial.
The full system performance is evaluated and agents
then receive an agent-specific evaluation which eval-
uates the partial solutions chosen by each agent.

The advantage of deploying a system where each agent
evolves its own population is in having an extra degree of
freedom: we can now have a separate evaluation function
for each agent. Of course, this extra freedom comes at a
potential cost. If the agent evaluation functions are not se-
lected carefully, there is no reason to assume that each agent

1We discuss how flight plans with few fixes can be handled
in more detail in Section 2.

optimizing its own evaluation function will also optimize the
system evaluation function. One of the most natural evalu-
ation functions for an agent to use is the system evaluation,
where each agent uses the identical evaluation function used
to rate the performance of the entire system. Though this
approach provides acceptable solutions, it is slow to converge
can scale poorly [18]. We show how improved performance
can be obtained when each agent uses its own agent-specific
evaluation function based on collectives [20]. In this paper
we focus on how an agent-specific evaluation dubbed the
“difference evaluation” can be used in this domain [1].

Previous work in this domain fell into one of two dis-
tinct categories: (i) The first principles based modeling ap-
proaches used by domain experts [4, 9, 11, 15] ; and (ii)
algorithmic approaches explored by the learning, evolution
and/or agents community [19, 5, 10, 14]. In [4] “geomet-
ric optimization” was proposed, where the geometry of a
particular air space pattern was utilized to create policies
that reduced conflict. In [9] dynamic programming was
used over a model of air traffic routes. In [10] a multi-agent
approach to the “free flight” problem was proposed, where
agents used utilities that balanced their local needs with the
system goals. Closely related to the domain of this paper,
in [19] a reinforcement learning approach was introduced to
relieve air traffic congestion in a distributed way. The work
presented in this paper fits in the second category, but in or-
der to show the real world applicability of our approach, we
use FACET, a simulator introduced and widely used (i.e.,
over 40 organizations and 5000 users) by work in the first
category [3, 13].

In this paper we present a new way to evolve a distributed
air traffic flow management algorithm that can be readily
implemented and test that algorithm using the FACET air
traffic simulator. In Section 2, we describe the air traffic flow
problem and the simulation tool, FACET. In Section 4, we
present the evaluation function characteristic and the agent-
based approach, focusing on both the selection of the agents
and the selection of their evaluation functions. In Section 5
we present results from a domain with three hundred air-
craft and two points of congestion, explore different trade-
offs of the system objective function, and discuss the scaling
properties of the different agent evaluations. Finally, in Sec-
tion 6, we discuss the implications of these results and how
the described work can enable the FAA to reach its stated
goal of increasing the traffic volume by threefold without
significantly modifying the existing infrastructure.

2. AIR TRAFFIC FLOW MANAGEMENT
With over 40,000 flights operating within the United States

airspace on an average day, the management of traffic flow
is a complex and demanding problem. Not only are there
concerns for the efficiency of the system, but also for fair-
ness (e.g., different airlines), adaptability (e.g., developing
weather patterns), reliability and safety (e.g., airport man-
agement). In order to address such issues, the management
of this traffic flow occurs over four hierarchical levels: 1) Sep-
aration assurance (2-30 minute decisions); 2) Regional flow
(20 minutes to 2 hours); 3) National flow (1-8 hours); and 4)
Dynamic airspace configuration (6 hours to 1 year). Because
of the strict guidelines and safety concerns surrounding air-
craft separation, we will not address that control level in
this paper. Similarly, because of the business and political
impact of dynamic airspace configuration, we will not ad-
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dress the outermost flow control level either. Instead, we will
focus on the regional and national flow management prob-
lems, restricting our impact to decisions with time horizons
between twenty minutes and eight hours. The proposed al-
gorithm will fit between long term planning by the FAA and
the very short term decisions by air traffic controllers.

The continental US airspace consists of 20 regional centers
(handling 200-300 flights on a given day) and 830 sectors
(handling 10-40 flights). The flow control problem has to
address the integration of policies across these sectors and
centers, account for the complexity of the system (e.g., over
5200 public use airports and 16,000 air traffic controllers)
and handle changes to the policies caused by weather pat-
terns. Two of the fundamental problems in addressing the
flow problem are: (i) modeling and simulating such a large
complex system as the fidelity required to provide reliable re-
sults is difficult to achieve; and (ii) establishing the method
by which the flow management is evaluated, as directly min-
imizing the total delay may lead to inequities towards par-
ticular regions or commercial entities. Below, we discuss
how we addressed both issues, namely, we describe FACET,
a widely used simulation tool, and discuss our system eval-
uation function.

Figure 2: FACET screen-shot displaying traffic
routes and air flow statistics.

2.1 FACET
FACET (Future ATM Concepts Evaluation Tool), a physics

based model of the US airspace was developed to accurately
model the complex air traffic flow problem [3]. It is based on
propagating the trajectories of proposed flights forward in
time. FACET can be used to either simulate and display air
traffic (a 24 hour slice with 60,000 flights takes 15 minutes to
simulate on a 3 GHz, 1 GB RAM computer) or provide rapid
statistics on recorded data (4D trajectories for 10,000 flights
including sectors, airports, and fix statistics in 10 seconds on
the same computer) [13]. FACET is extensively used by the
FAA, NASA and industry (over 40 organizations and 5000
users) [13].

FACET simulates air traffic based on flight plans and
through a graphical user interface allows the user to analyze
congestion patterns of different sectors and centers (Figure
2). FACET also allows the user to change the flow patterns
of the aircraft through a number of mechanisms, including
metering aircraft through fixes. The user can then observe
the effects of these changes to congestion. In this paper,
agents use FACET directly through “batch mode”, where

agents send scripts to FACET asking it to simulate air traf-
fic based on metering orders imposed by the agents. The
agents then produce their evaluations based on feedback re-
ceived from FACET about the impact of these meterings.

2.2 System Evaluation
The system performance evaluation function we use in

this paper focuses on delay and congestion but does not
account for fairness impact on different commercial entities.
Instead it focuses on the amount of congestion in a particular
sector and on the amount of measured air traffic delay. The
linear combination of these two terms gives the full system
evaluation function, G(z) as a function of the full system
state z. More precisely, we have:

G(z) = −((1 − α)B(z) + αC(z)) , (1)

where B(z) is the total delay penalty for all aircraft in the
system, and C(z) is the total congestion penalty. The rela-
tive importance of these two penalties is determined by the
value of α, and we explore various trade-offs based on α in
Section 5.

The total delay, B, is a sum of delays over a set of sectors
S and is given by:

B(z) =
X
s∈S

Bs(z) (2)

where

Bs(z) =
X

t

Θ(t − τs)kt,s(t − τs) , (3)

where ks,t is the number of aircraft in sector s at time t, τs

is a predetermined time, and Θ(·) is the step function that
equals 1 when its argument is greater or equal to zero, and
has a value of zero otherwise. Intuitively, Bs(z) provides
the total number of aircraft that remain in a sector s past
a predetermined time τs, and scales their contribution to
count by the amount by which they are late. In this manner
Bs(z) provides a delay factor that not only accounts for all
aircraft that are late, but also provides a scale to measure
their “lateness”. This definition is based on the assumption
that most aircraft should have reached the sector by time
τs and that aircraft arriving after this time are late. In
this paper the value of τs is determined by assessing aircraft
counts in the sector in the absence of any intervention or
any deviation from predicted paths.

Similarly, the total congestion penalty is a sum over the
congestion penalties over the sectors of observation, S:

C(z) =
X
s∈S

Cs(z) (4)

where

Cs(z) = a
X

t

Θ(ks,t − cs)e
b(ks,t−cs) , (5)

where a and b are normalizing constants, and cs is the ca-
pacity of sector s as defined by the FAA. Intuitively, Cs(z)
penalizes a system state where the number of aircraft in a
sector exceeds the FAA’s official sector capacity. Each sector
capacity is computed using various metrics which include the
number of air traffic controllers available. The exponential
penalty is intended to provide strong feedback to return the
number of aircraft in a sector to below the FAA mandated
capacities.
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3. EVALUATION FUNCTION PROPERTIES
While the goal of the system is to maximize the system

evaluation function, the individual agents are designed to
maximize their own agent-specific evaluation functions. Our
goal is to create agent-specific evaluation functions so that
agents that evolve to discover solutions that are deemed
“good” by their own evaluation functions, also provide solu-
tions deemed “good” by the system evaluation function. To
help with this task we first illustrate some important prop-
erties of agent-specific evaluation functions based on work
described in [20] and in the context of previous multi-agent
control work described in [1] and [18].

3.1 Factoredness and Agent Sensitivity
Let the system evaluation function be given by G(z),

where z is the state of the full system (e.g., the actions of
the agents along with the environmental state). Let the
agent evaluation function for agent i be given by gi(z).
First we want the agent-specific evaluation functions of each
agent to have high factoredness with respect to G, intuitively
meaning that an action taken by an agent that improves its
agent-specific evaluation function also improves the system
evaluation function (i.e. G and gi are aligned). Formally,
the degree of factoredness between G and gi is given by:

Fgi =

R
z

R
z′ u[(gi(z) − gi(z

′)) (G(z) − G(z′))]dz′dzR
z

R
z′ dz′dz

(6)

where z′ is a state which only differs from z in the state of
agent i, and u[x] is the unit step function, equal to 1 when
x > 0. Intuitively, a high degree of factoredness between gi

and G means that an agent evolved to maximize gi will also
maximize G.

Second, the agent evaluation function must be more sen-
sitive to changes in that agent’s fitness than to changes in
the fitness of all the other agents. Formally we quantify the
agent-sensitivity of evaluation function gi, at z as:

λi,gi(z) = Ez′

» ‖gi(z) − gi(z − zi + z′
i)‖

‖gi(z) − gi(z′ − z′
i + zi)‖

–
, (7)

where Ez′ [·] provides the expected value over possible values
of z′, and (z−zi+z′

i) notation specifies the state vector where
the components of agent i have been removed from state z
and replaced by the components of agent i from state z′. So
at a given state z, the higher the agent-sensitivity, the more
gi(z) depends on changes to the state of agent i, i.e., the
better the associated signal-to-noise ratio for i. Intuitively
then, higher agent-sensitivity means there is “cleaner” (e.g.,
less noisy) selective pressure on agent i. Ideally we want
evaluation functions that are both factored and highly agent-
sensitive (Figure 3).

As an example, consider the case where the agent evalu-
ation function of each agent is set to the system evaluation
function, meaning that each agent is evaluated based on the
fitness of the full system. Such a system will be factored
by the definition of Equation 6. However, the agent fit-
ness functions will have low agent-sensitivity, because the
fitness of each agent will depend on the fitness of all other
agents, leading to a small numerator and large denominator
in Equation 7.

3.2 Difference Evaluations
Instead of using the system evaluation for agent evolution,

we can use agent-specific evaluation functions that are more

System Evaluation 

G(z)

High Factoredness

Low Sensitivity
Low Factoredness

High Sensitivity

High Factoredness

High Sensitivity

Agent-Specific Evaluation

gi(z)
Agent

Agent

Agent

Agent
Agent

Agent

Agent

Agent

Figure 3: Properties of Agent-Specific Evaluations.
Direction of an arrow represents the goal of evalua-
tion function. Size of an arrow represents sensitivity
of the evaluation to agent’s action. As a system de-
signer we are concerned with maximizing the system
evaluation function (left). For agents to be able to
effectively maximize system evaluation, their evalu-
ations should be aligned with the system evaluation
(high factoredness) and supply a strong signal (high
sensitivity).

sensitive to the actions of the agent. Consider difference
evaluation functions, which are of the form [18, 20]:

Di ≡ G(z) − G(z − zi + ci) , (8)

where zi is the action of agent i. All the components of
z that are affected by agent i are replaced with the fixed
constant ci

2.
In many situations it is possible to use a ci that is equiv-

alent to taking agent i out of the system. Intuitively this
causes the second term of the difference evaluation to eval-
uate the performance of the system without i and therefore
D evaluates the agent’s contribution to the system perfor-
mance. There are two advantages to using D: First, because
the second term removes a significant portion of the impact
of other agents in the system, it provides an agent with a
“cleaner” signal than G. This makes the evaluation function
more agent-sensitive. Second, because the second term does
not depend on the actions of agent i, any action by agent i
that improves D, also improves G. The difference evaluation
is therefore fully factored.

4. AGENT BASED AIR TRAFFIC FLOW
The multi-agent approach to air traffic flow management

we present is predicated on agents evolving independent so-
lutions that maximize the system evaluation function dis-
cussed above. To that end, there are three critical decisions
that need to be made:

• Agent selection;

2This notation uses zero padding and vector addition rather
than concatenation to form full state vectors from partial
state vectors. The vector “zi” in our notation would be ziei

in standard vector notation, where ei is a vector with a value
of 1 in the ith component and is zero everywhere else.
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• Agent action set selection; and

• Agent evolution algorithm selection.

In this section, we provide a detailed description for each of
these decisions.

4.1 Agent Selection
Selecting the aircraft as agents is perhaps the most ob-

vious choice for defining an agent. That selection has the
advantage that agent actions can be intuitive (e.g., change of
flight plan, increase or decrease speed and altitude) and offer
a high level of granularity, in that each agent can have its
own policy. However, there are several problems with that
approach. First, there are in excess of 40,000 aircraft in a
given day, leading to a massively large multi-agent system.
Second, as each agent would take relatively few actions, it
would not be able to sample its environment sufficiently, re-
sulting in a prohibitively slow evolutionary process. As an
alternative, we assign agents to individual ground locations
throughout the airspace called “fixes.” Each agent is then
responsible for any aircraft going through its fix. Fixes offer
many advantages as agents:

1. Their number can vary depending on need. The sys-
tem can have as many agents as required for a given sit-
uation(e.g., agents coming “live” around an area with
developing weather conditions).

2. Because fixes are stationary, collecting data and match-
ing behavior to evaluation is easier.

3. Because aircraft flight plans consist of fixes, agents will
have the ability to affect traffic flow patterns.

4. Because fixes are part of the current flight management
procedures, algorithms that modify them directly can
be readily deployed (e.g., as tools to help air traffic
controllers rather than compete with or replace them).

Figure 4 shows a schematic of this agent based system.
Agents surrounding a congestion or weather condition affect
the flow of traffic to reduce the burden on particular regions.

4.2 Agent Actions
The second issue that needs to be addressed, is determin-

ing the action set of the agents. Again, an obvious choice
may be for fixes to “bid” on aircraft approaching their loca-
tion, affecting their flight plans. Though appealing from a
free flight perspective, that approach makes the flight plans
too unreliable and significantly complicates the scheduling
problem (e.g., arrival at airports and the subsequent gate
assignment process).

Instead, we set the actions of an agent to determine the
separation distance (distance between aircraft) that aircraft
have to maintain, when going through the agent’s fix. This
is known as setting the “Miles in Trail” or MIT. When an
agent sets the MIT value to d, aircraft going towards its
fix are instructed to line up and keep d miles of separation
(though aircraft will always keep a safe distance from each
other regardless of the value of d). When there are many
aircraft going through a fix, the effect of issuing higher MIT
values is to slow down the rate of aircraft that go through
the fix. By increasing the value of d, an agent can limit
the amount of air traffic downstream of its fix, reducing
congestion at the expense of increasing the delays upstream.

Sector

With

Possible 

Congestion

Agent 1

Agent 2

Agent 3

Agent 4Agent 5

Agent 6

Agent 7

Figure 4: Schematic of agent architecture. The
agents corresponding to fixes surrounding a possi-
ble congestion become “live” and start setting new
separation times.

4.3 Agent Evolution
The objective of each agent is to evolve the best values

of the miles in trail distance d that will lead to the best
system evaluation, G. In this paper we assume that each
agent evolves using its own evolutionary algorithm with its
own population of values of d. Since each member of the
population is comprised of a single number, a sophisticated
genetic algorithm is not needed. Instead each agent uses a
simple evolutionary algorithm to evolve its population us-
ing its own fitness evaluation function. The evolutionary
algorithm is based on a population of fixed sized. At the
beginning of each trial the agent chooses the best member
of the population with probability (1 − ε) and a random
member of the population with probability ε. At the end of
the trial it replaces the worst member of the population and
a copy of the best member and mutates the the copy with
probability ε.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this paper we test the performance of our agent based

air traffic optimization method on a series of simulations us-
ing the FACET air traffic simulator. In all experiments we
test the performance of three different evolutionary meth-
ods. The first method is an evolutionary algorithm with one
agent. With this method there is one population for the
entire system, and each member of the population contains
a full solution, specifying the mile in trail distances for all
the fixes. The other two methods are agent based meth-
ods where the agents are maximizing one of the following
evaluations:

1. The system evaluation, G(z), as define in Equation 1.

2. The difference evaluation Di(z), assuming that agents
can calculate counterfactuals.

In the agent based methods, each agent has its own popula-
tion of miles in trail values and an agent’s action is to choose
one of these values at the beginning of a trial. The miles in
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trail values for all the agents constitute a policy for the air
space.

These methods are tested on an air traffic domain with
300 aircraft. The aircraft are going through two points of
congestion over a four hour simulation, with 200 going over
one point of congestion and 100 going through the other
point of congestion. The second congestion is less severe
than the first one, so agents have to form different policies
depending which point of congestion they are influencing.
The points of congestion are created by setting up a series
of flight plans that cause the number of aircraft in the sectors
of interest to be significantly more than the number allowed
by the FAA. Agents are responsible for reducing congestion
while trying to minimize delay.

In all experiments the goal of the system is to maximize
the system performance given by G(z) with the parameters,
a = 50, b = 0.3, c1 = 18, c2 = 15, τs1 equal to 200 minutes
and τs1 equal to 175 minutes. These values of τ are obtained
by examining the time at which most of the aircraft leave
the sectors, when no congestion control is being performed.
Except where noted, the trade-off between congestion and
lateness, α is set to 0.5. Expanding equation 1 and plugging
in the constants we get the following equation for the system
evaluation used in the experiments:

G(z) = − 1

2

X
t

Θ(t − 200)kt,1(t − 200)

− 1

2

X
t

Θ(t − 175)kt,2(t − 175)

− 25
X

t

Θ(kt,1 − 18)e0.3(kt,1−18)

− 25
X

t

Θ(kt,2 − 15)e0.3(kt,2−15) . (9)

In the experiments the evolution parameter ε is set to 0.25.
In all experiments the best policies chosen by the agents
are used in the results. All results are an average of fifty
independent experiments with the differences in the mean
(σ/

√
n) shown as error bars, though in most cases the error

bars are too small to see. All conclusions are statistically
significant with p < 0.01.
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Figure 5: Performance on two congestion problem,
with 300 Aircraft, 20 Fixes and α = .5.

5.1 Results
The results displayed in Figures 5 show the performance of

the four algorithms when there are twenty fixes (and there-
fore 20 agents, except for the one agent solution). Clearly
the centralized solution using a single agent with a single
evolutionary algorithm performs the worst. This is not sur-
prising since it is difficult for the single evolutionary algo-
rithm to evolve a solution with twenty coupled variables. In
contrast both the agent based methods performed signifi-
cantly better than the straight (single agent ) evolutionary
algorithm.

Among the agent based methods, agents using difference
evaluations perform better than agents using the system
evaluation. Again this is not surprising, since with twenty
agents, an agent directly trying to maximize the system eval-
uation has difficulty determining the effect of its actions on
its own evaluation. Even if an agent takes an action that
reduces congestion and lateness, other agents at the same
time may take actions that increase congestion and late-
ness, causing the agent to wrongly believe that its action
was poor. In contrast agents using the difference evaluation
have more influence over the value of their own evaluation,
therefore when an agent takes a good action, the value of
this action is more likely to be reflected in its evaluation.
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Figure 6: Performance on two congestion problem,
with 300 Aircraft, 50 Fixes and α = .5.

To verify that the performance improvement of our meth-
ods is maintained when there is a different number of agents,
we perform additional experiments where we increased the
number of agents used by the agent based solutions. We
did this by creating a domain with 50 fixes instead of 20,
thereby increasing the number of agents to 50 in the agent
based solutions. The results displayed in Figure 6 show that
indeed the relative performances of the methods are compa-
rable when the number of agents is increased to 50. Figure 7
shows scaling results and demonstrates that the conclusions
hold over a wide range of number of agents.

5.2 Varying Agents per Fix
In the previous experiments using the system utility, ei-

ther one agent is assigned per fix or a single agent is assigned
to all of the fixes. To test the performance of the multi-agent
system between these extremes, we conduct an experiment
where the number fixes assigned to a particular agent varies.
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Figure 7: Impact of number of agents on system per-
formance. Two congestion problem, with 300 Air-
craft and α = .5. Except for “One Agent” solution,
there is one agent per fix.

The results for a twenty fix problem are shown in Figure 8.
It is clear from the figure that there is nothing special about
the two extremes. In this domain the results show that it is
generally better to have more agents.
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Figure 8: Impact of number of fixes assigned to each
agent on system performance. Two congestion prob-
lem, with 300 Aircraft, α = .5. and 20 fixes.

5.3 Penalty Tradeoffs
Recall that the system evaluation function used in the

experiments is G(z) = −((1−α)D(z)+αC(z)), which com-
prises of penalties for both congestion and lateness. This
evaluation function forces the agents to tradeoff these rela-
tive penalties depending on the value of α. With high α the
optimization focuses on reducing congestion, while with low
α the system focuses on reducing lateness.

Next, we perform a series of experiments where α ranges
from 0.0 to 1.0 . Figure 9 shows the results which lead to
three interesting observations:

• First, there is a zero congestion penalty solution. This
solution has agents enforce large MIT values to block

all air traffic, which appears viable when the system
evaluation does not account for delays. All algorithms
find this solution, though it is of little interest in prac-
tice due to the large delays it would cause.

• Second, if the two penalties were independent, an op-
timal solution would be a line from the two end points.
Therefore, unless D is far from being optimal, the two
penalties are not independent. Note that for α = 0.5
the difference between D and this hypothetical line is
as large as it is anywhere else (statistically equivalent
to α = 0.75), making α = 0.5 a good choice for testing
the algorithms in a difficult setting.

• Evolution using the system evaluation is particularly
poor at handling multiple objectives. For both the
single-agent and multi-agent solution, the performance
degrades significantly for mid-ranges of α.
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Figure 9: Tradeoff between objectives on two con-
gestion problem, with 300 Aircraft and 20 Fixes.
Note that evolution with the system evaluation is
particularly bad at handling multiple objectives.

6. DISCUSSION
In this paper we show how evolutionary computation can

be effectively used to solve a difficult air traffic flow prob-
lem. The key to our success in this domain is in breaking
up the full problem into local problems and addressing each
local problem with an agent that evolves its own population
using its own evaluation function. The distributed agent ap-
proach where each agent uses the system evaluation achieves
a 40% increase in performance over a single evolutionary
algorithm. Furthermore, we show that an additional 30%
increase in performance is obtained by having the agents
evolve using the “difference evaluation” function. Agents us-
ing the difference evaluation are more successful, because
the value of their evaluation is more sensitive to their own
actions. At the same time the difference evaluation is still
fully “factored”, so that while each agent evolves a solution
that maximizes its own difference evaluation, as a whole the
system is producing a solution that maximizes the system
evaluation.
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While the difference evaluation is highly useful, we have
not directly addressed how to compute it, or the computa-
tion costs associated with computing it. In many cases it
is computable using knowledge of the functional form of the
system evaluation, without the need to recompute the entire
system evaluation. For example, in the FACET air traffic
simulator, there are mechanisms to update a change to a
flight plan once a simulation has been run, that produce a
result faster than running the entire simulation from scratch.
In other cases a close approximation to the difference eval-
uation can be computed with very little computational cost
over the initial evaluation of the system utility. In fact, it
has previously been shown that after the system evaluation
is computed, the difference evaluation can be quickly esti-
mated using no additional runs of the FACET simulator,
with only a small loss of system performance [19].

This paper has shown how a multi-agent system can evolve
an effective solution to a specific air traffic flow configu-
ration involving the metering of aircraft through fix loca-
tions. While this specific application can be used in many
situations to relieve congestion, the multi-agent paradigm
is highly flexible and can be used in numerous other air
traffic flow configurations. For instance we are currently
investigating how agents can evolve policies that regulate
flow through sectors instead of fixes, which provides a more
direct, one-to-one interface between sector controllers and
agents. In addition agents can evolve in heterogeneous envi-
ronments where different agents may have different controls.
In such environments, air traffic operators could choose to
“turn on” the agents they are the most comfortable with for
local conditions within the airspace. The long term objec-
tive of this work is to both identify the best agent insertion
points within the next generation air traffic systems and to
use good evolutionary computation methods to provide so-
lutions/recommendation to improve air traffic flow.
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